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VERNEICE BODDEN DR. HOME
Verneice Bodden Dr., Bodden Town, Cayman Islands

PROPERTY DETAILS

Price: CI$515,000 MLS#: 417117 Type: Residential
Listing Type: Single Family Home Status: Pen/Con Bedrooms: 6
Bathrooms: 4 Built: 2006
Sq. Ft.: 4100

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

Welcome to this spacious and inviting family home situated in the coveted Lookout Garden community. This remarkable property
boasts six generously-sized bedrooms and four well-appointed bathrooms, catering perfectly to growing families seeking both
comfort and ample space. The heart of this remarkable home features a large kitchen, ideal for culinary enthusiasts or those who
enjoy hosting memorable gatherings. The kitchen offers plenty of storage space, creating an inviting space to prepare and enjoy
meals. This property boasts three master bedrooms - thoughtfully designed with ensuite bathrooms for added convenience and
privacy. These tranquil retreats ensure that every member of the family can enjoy their own personal oasis. The property also
includes a two-car garage, providing secure parking and additional storage options for vehicles, equipment, or belongings. A
versatile den offers a flexible space that can serve as a home office, study area, or recreational spot, catering to the varied needs
of a modern family. Lookout Garden is known for its peaceful and family-oriented community. Residents enjoy a safe and quiet
environment, and a close-knit neighborhood atmosphere. The vendors of this exceptional property are open to considering
reasonable offers, providing prospective buyers with the opportunity to secure this stunning family home at a favorable price.
Overall, this large family home in the Bodden Town District presents an enticing opportunity for buyers seeking a spacious and
well-designed property in a sought-after neighborhood. Don't miss out on the chance to call this remarkable residence your own!

PROPERTY FEATURES

Views Garden View
Block 43A
Parcel 64
Foundation Slab
Zoning Agriculture/Residential
Garage 2
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